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Abstract 

Through a comparative study of Woman Wisdom and Strange Woman in Proverbs and 

a loose woman (淫女) and a virtuous woman (德女) in the East Asian Confucian 

tradition, this essay explores how the politics of gender discourses as represented by 

sexual morals which control female sexuality is closely connected to social justification 

of the status quo and class ideology.  During the Han Dynasty in China, the Confucian 

ethical system absolutized the authority of father as the head of a family to secure the 

authority of the emperor as the head of the state. The discourse of a loose woman and a 

virtuous woman in the Confucian tradition was part of this ideological configuration to 

control women’s sexuality for the reproduction of patriarchal family as political and 

economic basis for the unified empire. Similarly, the “theologized wisdom” of Proverbs 

1-9 reflects well-established class division and a personal theology of the upper class in 

its post-exilic context, with its need to maintain patriarchal control of family, property, 

and society.  

Introduction 

This essay will explore the politics of gender discourse through a reading of Woman 

Wisdom and the Strange Woman in Proverbs in comparison with the discourse of the 

loose woman (淫女) and the virtuous woman (德女) in the East Asian Confucian 
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tradition.  In both Proverbs and the East Asian Confucian tradition, which represent 

traditional/conventional wisdom, morality functions as a reigning ideology that justifies 

social stratification and sustains a hierarchical social order. When it comes to gender 

discourses, in particular, the ideology of morality is utilized to control sexuality in 

order to reproduce the patriarchal family and to maintain the status quo. Therefore, 

through an investigation of the socio-political and historical context that produced the 

gender discourses in both Proverbs and the Confucian tradition, I will explore the 

correlation of sexuality, morality, and hierarchy that constitutes the politics of gender 

discourse.  

Morality in the Discourse of Woman Wisdom and the Strange 
Woman in Proverbs 
 
The first nine chapters of the book of Proverbs are dominated by two contrasting 

female figures, Woman Wisdom and the Strange Woman. While Woman Wisdom 

appears as the patron of kings, rulers, and nobles who draw on her moral teachings for 

their reigns, the Strange Woman is pictured as an amoral figure who threatens the 

security of social order by ruining morality.  

 

A vivid illustration of the incarnation of Woman Wisdom and the embodiment of her 

moral instruction for an orderly world is found in the portrayal of a capable wife ( אשת

 eshet chayil) in Proverbs 31. While Woman Wisdom is described in a more :חיל

metaphorical sense, the capable wife is described in more realistic terms to function as 

a counterpart of the Strange Woman. In the moral world of Proverbs, the capable wife 

achieves her status in her household and in the community through her performance in 

accordance with social norms and values to maintain its hierarchical order. She serves 
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her husband all the days of her life (31:12), succeeds in raising her children, and 

governs her household as a mistress through commanding her servant-girls. She also 

performs community service which, in return, reinforces her high ranking status 

(31:20). Her performance based on the morality of Proverbs brings praises to her as 

well as to her husband in the city gates (31:23, 31). 

 

The book of Proverbs begins with Woman Wisdom’s calling and moral instruction and 

ends with the success of the capable wife. This structure of inclusio implies the theme 

of the book as a whole. The world of Wisdom in Proverbs is based on a hierarchical 

moral order undergirded by fear of the Lord and its reward. The supposedly benevolent 

upper class as the embodiment of morality, justice, and righteousness allegedly 

becomes the agents and beneficiaries of the moral order. This is represented ideally by 

Woman Wisdom’s moral claims in Proverbs, where kings, rulers, and nobles submit to 

her moral teachings of justice and righteousness to reign and govern, and as a result 

they are rewarded with riches, honor, wealth, and prosperity (Proverbs 8:16-21).  

 

In this moral world, a location of low socioeconomic status and bad destiny is 

perceived to be related directly to a person’s immoral behavior. The wicked and the 

treacherous are destined to be cut off from and rooted out of the land (Proverbs 2:22). 

This implies that their moral debasement matches their socioeconomic debasement. 

Thus, morality functions as part of the ideology that supports the hierarchical social 

system.  
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Through literary invention of two female figures, which serve as a foil for each other, 

the patriarchal discourse of the father-sage constructs a binary opposition of “good” 

versus “bad” woman, which reflects dualistic and hierarchical cultural and moral values 

to serve the interests of the upper class.1 According to the perspective of the father-

sage’s discourse, a woman who benefits men is a good woman, while a woman who 

does harm to men is a bad woman. As I will discuss further in the next section, this 

dualism of “good” versus “evil” in Proverbs reflects a larger ideological matrix of the 

post-exilic period in which the significance given to in-group and out-group status is 

intensified by identification with personified forces of good and evil (Camp 2000: 67-

8).  

The Socio-Political and Historical Context that Produced the 
Discourse of Gender in Proverbs 
 

Most scholars date Proverbs 1-9 and 31:10-31 provisionally during the Persian period 

of the post-exilic era, 538-333 BCE (Clifford 1999: 6; Gottwald 1992: 19; Perdue 2000: 

56; Grabbe 2004: 184).  Imperial and economic policies during these two centuries of 

Persian colonialism impinged upon local conflicts and controversies among the 

populations and classes in the province of Judah (Yee 2003: 136-7). Social divisions 

between interest groups in Judah were affected directly by changes in imperial foreign 

policies. Those who had been deported to Babylonia and now returned with Persian 

support were descendants from aristocrats, priests, upper-class landowners, and others 

at the upper levels of society. These immigrants were numerically in minority, but 

eventually became the wealthiest and dominant faction in Judah. 
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On the other hand, the natives already living in the land when the exiles returned, who 

were left behind when the minority elite was exiled, were not thrilled about the return 

of the elite deportees as they acted as Persia’s colonial agents when the colonizer 

introduced a two-tiered extraction of surpluses, that is, taxes extracted from the 

peasants, first passed through the hands of the Jerusalem elite (Gottwald 1992: 85). In 

the context of ever-increasing exploitation of the natives and deterioration in their 

living conditions, antagonisms developed between the local inhabitants and the 

immigrants returning from Babylonia who sought to reclaim their pre-exilic status and 

privileges (Yee 2003: 142).   

 

Attempting to take possession of the land, the immigrants developed certain ideologies, 

such as “the empty land” and “people of the land.” Their logic was that the land was 

essentially empty because the “people of Israel” were taken in captivity (Barstad 1996) 

and those Jews and their descendants who remained were not the “people of Israel,” 

but, rather, “people(s) of the land,” whom the immigrants regarded as foreigners and 

adversaries (Ezra 4:1-4; 9:1, 11; 10:2, 11; Neh 9:24, 30; 10:28, 30-31) (Williamson 

1989: 155). Alongside the ideology held by the returnees that they were the true Israel, 

they practiced intermarriage with the natives in order to obtain the land. However, once 

the land was consolidated into the hands of the returning elites through intermarriage, 

their concern was to keep the land as an inheritance for their own descendants and 

hence, exogamy became condemned (Blenkinsopp 1988: 176-7). 

 

Encoding this post-exilic socioeconomic and political context, the discourse of the 

Strange Woman and Woman Wisdom in Proverbs reflects the male interests of the 
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wealthy upper classes (Perdue 1994: 511) preoccupied with securing the “correct wife” 

within their own kin group and economic class to keep the land and property in their 

own familial hands, as represented in the words of wisdom that the father-sage imparts 

to his son. The “correct” wife is embodied in the person of Woman Wisdom and the 

capable wife (31:10-31) while the “incorrect” wife is embodied in the Strange Woman, 

a sexually transgressive woman, who disrupts the rules of patrilineal society and brings 

dishonor to her husband and family (Yee 2003: 150).  

 

The father-sage’s warnings against the Strange Woman are followed by his concern 

about his son’s financial loss (2:20-22; 5:9-14; 6:31-35). In 5:9-10 in particular, the 

father-sage warns that foolish boys who listen to her risk losing their property to 

strangers and foreigners. The father also depicts the pursuit of the “correct” wife in 

economic terms. The capable wife (31:10-31) brings riches, property, and 

socioeconomic advantages, status and prestige to her spouse in real life, as Woman 

Wisdom does in a metaphorical sense. The search for Woman Wisdom is also 

communicated in economic terms: “Buy (קנה: qĕneh) truth and do not sell it; buy 

wisdom, instruction, and understanding.” (23:23) By using the economic vocabulary, 

such as purchase, possession, and wealth, the father enjoins the son repeatedly to buy or 

acquire Woman Wisdom, as one obtains a capable wife (4:5-9) (2003: 152). 

 

The book of Proverbs, which encourages young men to cling to their class interests as 

they cling to the wives of their youth, who are symbolized as Woman Wisdom, reflects 

well-established class divisions and a personal theology of the upper class, with its 

need to preserve and maintain the orders of lineage, inheritance and generational 
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control (Camp 2000: 67). The woman who appears in Proverbs 7 is referred to as 

“woman stranger” (אשה זרה: isha zarah) because she acts in ways that are alien to the 

family structure, which is not only a fundamental defining feature of what is “our own”, 

(2000: 61) but also a foundation for a hierarchical social order that perpetuates class 

divisions. The implication is that the language of deviant sexual behavior in Proverbs 7 

is used symbolically to express the forces deemed destructive to patriarchal control of 

family, property, and society (2000: 61). 

 

Class interests and divisions involved in the discourse of gender and women’s sexuality 

in Proverbs 1-9 are masked by an ideology of morality in the form of wisdom, as it is 

imparted from father to son in the family setting. The logic of the father-sage hides the 

issues of class and inequity because he delineates that it is not class nor the existing 

social order but morality that determines a person’s wealth, social status, and destiny. 

Serving as the fundamental ideology for the upper class, morality constrains women’s 

sexuality as instrumental to serving the class interests of lineage, inheritance, and social 

stability.  

Morality in the Confucian Tradition and the Politics of Gender 
Discourse 

 

In Confucian tradition, in which the principle of “rule by moral virtue” (德治) is a 

governing mechanism, (Yao 2000: 168) social stratification should be sustained based 

on ethical values: those who occupy the superior position are supposed to be more 

virtuous than those who are in the subordinate position (Chan 2008: 155). This 

understanding is well represented in the contrast between the “Noble Man” 君子2 and 

the “Petty Person” (小人).3 According to the Analects (Lunyu 論語 ),4 the Noble Man 
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seeks righteousness (義) in every aspect of his life, whereas the Petty Person always 

seeks immediate profits (利).5   

 

In Confucian tradition, the Noble Man, as a ruler and/or a man of virtue, is 

presumptively a male according to the prevailing view ever since the time of 

Confucius. In the Analects, Confucius says, “Of all people, women (女子) and Petty 

Persons (小人) are the most difficult to deal with. If you let them get too close, they 

become insolent; if you keep them at a distance, they complain.”6  Here, women and 

Petty Persons are classified as belonging to the same category of morally deficient 

people and stand in contrast/opposition to the Noble Man. Excluded from becoming a 

Noble Man, women were not considered moral equals with men (이숙인 2007: 220).  

 

In order to explain why Confucian tradition contributed to reinforcing patriarchal 

values more so than other religious and cultural traditions in East Asia, such as Daoism 

and Buddhism, it is necessary to address the particular historical, material, and 

ideological power structures from which the politicization of Confucian thought 

emerged. The politicization of Confucian thought arose during a specific historical 

period in response to the political needs of a new empire, and continued to be 

reinforced, as later iterations of that empire found it to be a useful tool to support the 

hierarchical social system. 

 

The important turning point is identified during the Han dynasty (206 BCE – 220 CE), 

in which the Han court under Emperor Wu (漢武帝: 140 – 87 BCE) 7 gave 
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Confucianism exclusive patronage. In 136 BCE, Dong Zhongshu (董仲舒: 179 – 104 

BCE) persuaded Emperor Wu to promote the Confucian School of Thought8 as the 

official ideology and code of ethics of the Chinese imperial state and to cut off all other 

schools of the Hundred Schools of Thought (諸子百家) 9 in order to establish a 

centralized state (이숙인 2005: 402). Confucian scriptures and the ideas of Confucius 

(551-479 BCE) then became the ideological basis for training government officials, and 

the state was interested in controlling the content of those teachings (Kramers 1986: 

754-6; Csikszentmihalyi 2006: 7-8; Loewe 1994: 121-5). The reason why the 

Confucian School of Thought became the official ideology of the imperial state is 

found in the efficacy of its educational function. For Dong Zhongshu who sought to 

“subject people to the ruler and the ruler to Heaven” and to provide a “theological” 

foundation for the imperial government, education was foremost on his agenda (Yao 

2000: 84-6).10 

 

The core of Confucian education can be found in the “Confucian moral injunctions of 

fidelity” (孝悌忠信): filial piety to one’s parents (孝), respect for one’s elder brother 

(悌), loyalty to one’s ruler (忠), and faithfulness to one’s friends (信) (이숙인 2005: 

403).11 Except for the relationship with one’s friends, these ethical proposals center on 

what juniors/inferiors should do for their seniors/superiors, not the other way around. 

The political implication of the emphasis on piety to one’s parents and respect for one’s 

elder brother can be found in the logic that a person’s attitude toward family members, 

father and elder brother in particular, extends and transfers to a person’s attitude toward 

other members in society, rulers and friends in particular. The Analects clarifies that the 

subjects who are filial and fraternal do not like to offend their superior and there is none 
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who does not like to offend his superior and rises in rebellion.12 That explains why 

“Filial Piety”(孝) 13 has been ranked as one of the virtues to be held above all else in the 

Confucian tradition instrumentalized for political reasons. 14  

 

While the concept of filial piety in the Confucian School of Thought Before The Qin 

Dynasty (先秦時代儒學) emphasized the spirit of filial piety more than its formality, 

the concept of filial piety in the new Empire of Han Dynasty was understood as the 

absolute standard by which to evaluate all a person’s behaviors,15 and thus required 

rigid regulations and specific formalities.16 Through this concept of filial piety, the 

father was elevated to the status of being close to Heaven (天) 17 to his children whom 

they should obey without question, and to whom their mother, his wife, was also 

subordinated.18 

 

The purpose of absolutizing the father as the head of a family is to secure the authority 

of the rulers in the ancient Chinese context in which the family and the state existed in 

a symbiotic relationship. The Chinese word for state, 國家, consists of two characters 

each meaning “state” and “family.” This combination to create the word “state” implies 

that a nation state is a big family (이숙인 2005: 254-5). Hence, the logic underlying the 

political emphasis on order in family relations is that the escalation of patriarchal rights 

in a family, which is the smallest unit for state control, contributes to the reinforcement 

of seigniory because filial piety to the head of the family is, by analogy, extended and 

transferred easily to loyalty to the ruler. This logic is expressed best in the Record of 

Rites (禮記), in which it states, “there are not two suns in the sky, nor two kings in a 
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territory, nor two masters in a family, nor two superiors of equal honor; and the people 

are shown how the distinction between ruler and subject should be maintained.”19 

Likewise, in order to maintain the existing order and to eradicate any rebellious spirit, 

filial piety became an ideology for monarchical control, and hence anyone who 

deviated from the duty of filial piety was viewed as being disloyal to the ruler and 

rebellious against society. 

 

Emphasis on a woman’s fidelity to her husband was also vital to enhancing “loyalty to 

the ruler,” as indicated in the popular saying: “A loyal subject will not serve a second 

lord; A faithful wife will not have a second husband” 

(忠臣不事二君，貞女不更二夫).20 While women’s remarriage was perceived as being 

natural in the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States Period 

(春秋戰國時代) (趙鳳喈 1973: 79), it was prohibited in the early Han Dynasty.21 The 

empire promoted a strong relationship between husband and wife because small 

farmers’ families functioned as the political and economic base of the unified empire 

(이숙인 1998). Within this socio-political and economic context it was necessary to 

control women’s sexuality to secure women’s labor force and family stability and 

maintenance even after the husband died (徐復觀 1985: 42-5).  

 

As such, discrimination and inequality justified by ethical values in the familial 

relationship between father and son, and husband and wife was designed to serve as the 

basis for the legitimacy of the imperial ruling order in the Han Dynasty. Just as the state 

was ruled by a male emperor with the Mandate of Heaven (天命), the father possessed 
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the natural authority that legitimized the social superiority of men in any social context. 

Dong Zhongshu’s Confucian synthesis created under the imperial scheme of Han 

Dynasty provided conservative inertia which, over the centuries, would draw 

Confucianism consistently toward support of stability, a hierarchical order, and the 

status quo. After all, it was politicized Confucianism that became the support 

mechanism behind the gender hierarchy which was part of the rigid social hierarchy as 

schemed by the elite to maintain their imperial power. 

The Discourse of the Chaste/Virtuous Woman (貞女/德女) and the 

Loose Woman (淫女) and the Negation of Female Sexuality 
 

The prohibition of women’s remarriage was exacerbated by Neo-Confucians, such as 

Zhu Xi (朱熹: 1130-1200),22 the most influential Neo-Confucian scholar in the Song 

Dynasty (960-1279) (Yao 2000: 105; Tu 1998: 24-6), with whom the politicization of 

Confucian principles resumed again. Zhu Xi’s doctrines promoted chastity as the 

highest female virtue, proposing that for a woman to lose her chastity was worse than 

to starve to death (김미영 2004: 27-9). Such a high social demand on women became 

the moral base for the “cult of chastity” that condemned the remarriage of widows. 

Under the system of state rewards for a woman of chastity that actually began in China 

in the early 13th century and continued until the 20th century, a woman who was 

widowed before she was thirty and remained chaste until she was fifty was granted a 

memorial arch, and her family was exempt from certain kinds of taxes (Waltner 1996: 

422; Waltner 1981).   
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The Joseon Dynasty of Korea that adopted Neo-Confucianism as its state ideology 

under the Sinocentric system also legalized the strict prohibition of the remarriage of 

widows (Kim 1976: 52-3, 98, 154).23 In addition, the sons of twice-married women 

were not allowed to take civil service examinations. Preservation of female honor by 

committing suicide after the husband’s death, which is the counterpart to a loyal 

minister’s sacrificial death for his ruler, was praised as a “beautiful custom” 美俗, and 

throughout the dynasty the government allowed kinsmen of such honorable women to 

erect commemorative arches to celebrate and display these examples of extraordinary 

morality in their midst.24  The rewards reaped by the dead woman’s family included 

exemptions from taxes and compulsory labor, and, in some cases, a move up in social 

status (정약용 1972: 119-24).25
 

 

In this socio-economic and political context which emphasized women’s chastity, 

a woman who dared to practice or facilitate any form of sexual autonomy and hence 

threatened the defined social relations and order was described as a seductive woman 

against the decorum required for women and referred to as a bad woman or a “loose 

woman” 淫女. The threat of a “loose woman” as a seductress is represented in the 

popular stories of fox-fairies called “Hulijing” (狐狸精). The book entitled Strange 

Tales of Liaozhai, written by Pu Songling in the early Qing dynasty of China, contains 

short stories, among which many report young scholars’ encounters with ghosts or 

vixen spirits called “Hulijing,” who possess magic powers to transform themselves into 

human figures, usually young, beautiful and attractive women, to seduce men for their 

yang energy (陽氣 “yang qi”). If the young scholars, who usually stay at night in 

abandoned temples or houses on their way to civil service exams, could not restrain 
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themselves from responding to such sexual seduction, the result for them could be fatal 

(Kuo 2009: 108-9). Therefore, women referred to as “Hulijing” are considered to be 

sexually seductive, threatening, destructive and morally degraded. These kinds of 

women are potentially dangerous since they possess the ability to fool and challenge 

men’s power (2009: 111). 

 

This is the context in which the discourse of “the chaste/virtuous woman” (貞女/德女) 

and “the loose woman” (淫女) in the East Asian Confucian tradition was produced and 

reinforced to control women’s sexuality and to secure family stability. The fact that the 

term “chaste man”貞男 or “loose man” 淫男 is not circulated popularly in this tradition 

supports that it was female sexuality that had to be controlled. In other words, the 

concept of “chaste” (貞) or “loose” (淫) has nothing to do with male sexuality. When 

the Chinese word for “loose” (淫) is related to sexuality, it has a connotation of 

“abnormal behavior” or “promiscuity,” which means sexual behaviors that create a 

situation in which one cannot identify who is the father of the woman’s child (이숙인 

2005: 170-4). In contrast, the Chinese word for “chaste” (貞) signifies a connotation of 

making sure that a woman can identify the father of her child. The issue of identifying 

the father of the woman’s child is closely connected to the patriarchal family system of 

patrilineage and patrimonial rights on which the patriarchal empire was based. Hence, 

the concept of chastity became expanded to contain a woman’s familial and social 

responsibility as well as her loyalty to her husband (2005: 183-4). In this way, the 

concept of “the chaste woman” (貞女) and that of “the virtuous woman” (德女) 

became interchangeable. 
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Among the essential virtues emphasized in moral education for women during the 

Joseon Dynasty, such as filial devotion to parents and parents-in-law, fulfillment of 

motherly duties, and frugal living, chastity was propagated in all morality books for 

women. As the ideology of Confucianism spread and its value was maximized, women 

realized gradually that comprehending and practicing Confucianism was an essential 

factor and means to manage their lives in the main social current, as well as a way to 

gain the greatest recognition from society, which attracted elite women’s agency in 

particular (Lee 2011: 44-5). It is not difficult to imagine that this circumstance would 

have produced many “capable wives” as described in the book of Proverbs from the 

upper status women in Joseon Korea. 

 

Hence, in Confucian Joseon Dynasty we can find easily the records of exemplar wives 

and virtuous women from the upper status groups called yangban who excelled at their 

allotted gender roles as wife and mother by proving helpful to their husbands and sons. 

For example, Lady Chang of Andong, who lived in 17th century, parallels the “capable 

wife” in Proverbs. She was highly competent in household management: she was 

successful in the management of household slaves, the education of her children, her 

relationship with her husband, her relationships with her parents’ house, and social 

services (2011: 33-43). It is noteworthy that there is no hint of sexuality in the 

description of her relationship with her husband. Her exemplary relationship with her 

husband is described in terms of Confucian morality. 
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The Confucian ideology of the “virtuous woman” (德女) can also be found in the 

traditional role of chongbu (宗婦), daughters-in-law of the main family, in Korea. In 

order to be a successful and respectable chongbu, a daughter-in-law has to be practical, 

hardworking, and skillful in managing economic and human resources. She must also 

be strong and firm, just like a woman commander called yojangbu (女丈夫) (Cho 

1998: 198). In fact, yojangbu is a distinctive female image cherished by Korean women 

and portrayed by novelists even in modern Korea (박경리 1979; 김정한 1982). 

Typically, a yojangbu raised her children successfully and managed the family estate 

with great energy. The image was elaborated further with descriptions of physical 

characteristics, usually ugly faces, strongly built asexual bodies, and vigorous physical 

activities, such as horseback riding (Cho 1998: 198).  

 

In all the exemplary cases of virtuous women based on Confucian morality, female 

sexuality is suppressed or negated, while women’s fidelity to her family and social 

responsibility are emphasized. This means that women’s virtue has nothing to do with 

sexuality, reminiscent of the “loose woman” (淫女). Interestingly, this point resonates 

with the description of the “capable wife,” the superb household manager, in the book 

of Proverbs. Many verbs and language about this woman are masculine and military as 

she “girds her loins” (31:17): Nowhere else does the Hebrew Bible use the term “loins” 

to describe a woman; An additional military term, such as her “having booty” or “spoils 

of war,” engenders the impression of male-power (Szlos 2000: 97-103). In addition, her 

works are not limited to household affairs when her economic activities involve 

merchant trades, estate obtaining, and farm managing (31:13-19; 24). As is the 

“virtuous woman” (德女), who is the female moral ideal in the East Asian Confucian 
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tradition and gender discourse, the ideal wife who embodies Wisdom and morality in 

Proverbs is an asexual woman who stands in sharp contrast with her counterpart, the 

Strange Woman who appears as an incarnation of sexuality. 

Conclusion 

Through investigating the socio-political and historical contexts that produced the 

discourses of gender both in the book of Proverbs and in the Confucian tradition, the 

correlations among sexuality, morality, and hierarchy that constitute the politics of 

gender discourse are revealed. In both gender discourses in Proverbs and in Confucian 

tradition, where women’s virtue coincides with the negation of women’s sexuality, 

patriarchal morality/ethics is instrumental to male control over female sexuality and 

plays a key role as social justification for the status quo and hierarchical order.  

 

During the Han Dynasty in China, the Confucian ethical system began to serve a 

political ideology that legitimized the rule of the political elites. In this context, the 

authority of the father as the head of a family was absolutized to secure the authority of 

the emperor as the head of the state. The discourse of the loose woman and the virtuous 

woman in Confucian tradition was part of this ideological configuration to control 

women’s sexuality for the purpose of reproducing the patriarchal family as the political 

and economic basis for the unified empire. Similarly, the gender discourse of Woman 

Wisdom and the Strange Woman in Proverbs reflects well-established class divisions 

and a personal theology of the upper class in its post-exilic context, with their need to 

preserve and maintain patriarchal control over family, property, and society. 
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Endnotes 
                                            
1 According to Claudia Camp, Woman Wisdom and the Strange Woman in Proverbs 

represent the idealized conceptualization of good and evil: ever separate, consequences 

ever inevitable (Camp 2000: 43).  
2 君子 was a term used by Confucius to describe his ideal human. Often translated as 

“gentleman” or “superior person” and sometimes “exemplary person,” it literally means 

“lord’s son,” referring to the descendants of the ruling house and the members of the 

upper classes, and indicating their aristocratic birth and noble descent. Although this 

ancient meaning was still adopted in some passages of the Analects, Confucius 

expanded the term to signify the totality of superior human qualities and the 

embodiment of humaneness. Hence, any righteous man willing to improve himself can 

become a 君子.  In this sense “noble man” can signify both the earlier political 

meaning indicating the ruler (in the Western Zhou and the early Spring and Autumn 

Period) as well as the later moral meaning. 君子 enforces rule in his subjects by acting 

virtuously himself. It is thought that his pure virtue will lead others to follow his 

example. As such, in Confucius’ usage of the term 君子, the meaning of “a ruler” is 

combined with “a man of virtue.” (이숙인 2005: 81; Yao 2000: 214)   

3 小人, meaning literally “small person,” is a term contrasts/opposes to 君子 in every 

aspect of its meaning. 小人 does not grasp the value of the Confucian virtues and seeks 

only immediate profits. Hence, 小人 is described as being egotistic and small-minded 

and not considering the consequences of his action to the overall scheme of things. 
4 論語, known as Analects of Confucius, means literally “Classified/Ordered Sayings.” 

This book is considered a record of the words and acts of Confucius and his disciples, 

as well as the discussions they held. The book was attributed traditionally to Confucius 

but most of the texts were written by Confucius' pupils during the period 30 to 50 years 

after his death although the exact publication date of the first complete Analects cannot 

be pinpointed. Written during the Spring and Autumn Period through the Warring States 

Period (475 BC - 221 BC), the book has heavily influenced the philosophy and the 

moral values of China and later other East Asian countries as well. Together with the 

other three volumes of the Four Books (大學; 中庸; 論語; 孟子), it taught basic 
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Confucian values, including social and ritual propriety (禮), righteousness (義), loyalty 

(忠), and filial piety (孝), all centered around the central thoughts of Confucius – 

humanity and the “Noble Man” (君子). It is the most revered sacred scripture in the 

Confucian tradition. (Tu 1998: 10-13)  

5 子曰, 君子喻於義, 小人喻於利: The master said, “The Noble Man is conversant 

with righteousness; the Petty Person is conversant with profits.” (“里仁,” 論語 ) 

6 “唯女子與小人為難養也, 近之則不孫, 遠之則怨.” (“陽貨,” 論語 ) 

7 Emperor Wu was the seventh emperor of the Han Dynasty of China, who is best 

remembered for the vast territorial expansion that occurred under his reign, as well as 

the strong and centralized Confucian state he organized. He is cited as one of the 

greatest emperors in Chinese history. 
8 The Chinese term for the Confucian School of Thought, Rújiā (儒家), combines two 

Chinese characters each of which means “scholars” (儒) and “family or school of 

thought” (家). Then, Rújiā (儒家) can be translated as “School of the Scholars.” The 

origin of Rújiā (儒家) can be found in the profession of Rú (儒), that is, “scholars.” In 

the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States Period (春秋戰國時代), that is, 

before The Qin Dynasty (先秦時代), Rú (儒) earned their livings by educating people 

and providing assistance for rituals. With their knowledge and scholarship, Rú (儒) also 

intervened in politics in one way or another by providing advices to the aristocratic 

class, and in this way they came to be called Rújiā (儒家), the School of the Scholars 

whose founder was Confucius. (馮友籣 1999: 678; Yao 2000:17-21)  

 
9 諸子百家, meaning literally “all philosophers hundred schools,” were philosophers 

and schools that flourished from 770 to 221 BCE during the Spring and Autumn period 

and the Warring States period (春秋戰國時代), an era of great cultural and intellectual 

expansion in China. Even though this period was fraught with chaos and bloody battles, 

it is also known as the Golden Age of Chinese philosophy because a broad range of 

thoughts and ideas were developed and discussed freely. The intellectual society of this 

era was characterized by itinerant scholars, who were often employed by various state 
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rulers as advisers on the methods of government, war, and diplomacy. This period 

ended with the rise of the Qin Dynasty and the subsequent purge of any dissent.  
10 Dong became the most famous scholar of the period and his writings dominated 

Confucian Learning through the Former Han Dynasty.  
11 孝悌忠信 is well represented by the four ways of ideal human relations proposed by 

Confucius: to serve one’s father as he would require his son to serve him; to serve 

one’s ruler as he would require his subject to serve him; to serve one’s elder brother as 

he would require his young brother to serve him; to set the example in behaving to a 

friend as he would require his friend to behave to him. 

“君子之道四，丘未能一焉：所求乎子以事父，未能也；所求乎臣以事君，未能

也；所求乎弟以事兄，未能也；所求乎朋友先施之，未能也.” (“中庸,” 禮記) 

12 “基爲人也，孝弟而好犯上者鮮矣.   不好犯上而好作亂者，未之有也.” (“學而” 

in 論語 ) 

13 The term “filial” (meaning “of a child”) characterizes the respect that a child, 

originally a son (子 meaning “son” included in the character孝), should show to his 

parents: to take care of one’s parents; to engage in good conduct not just towards 

parents but also outside the home so as to bring a good name to one’s parents and 

ancestors; to perform the duties of one’s job well so as to obtain the material means to 

support parents as well as to carry out sacrifices to the ancestors; not to be rebellious; to 

show love, respect and support; to display courtesy; to ensure male heirs; to uphold 

fraternity among brothers; to advise one’s parents wisely, including dissuading them 

from moral unrighteousness; to display sorrow for their sickness and death; to carry out 

sacrifices after their deaths.  
14 Of all other virtues, filial piety is the root value on which many others are built. In 

the Classic of Filial Piety, Confucius is recorded as saying: “Filial piety is the root of 

all virtue.” “Of all the actions of man there are none greater than those of filial piety.” 

(Wing 1995: 391-409)  
15 曾子曰,  身也者，父母之遺體也.  行父母之遺體，敢不敬乎,  

居處不莊，非孝也 ; 事君不忠，非孝也 ; 蒞官不敬，非孝也 ; 朋友不信，非孝也 

; 戰陳無勇，非孝也 ; 五者不遂，災及於親，敢不敬乎:  Zeng-zi says, ‘The body is 
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that which has been transmitted to us by our parents; dare any one allow himself to be 

irreverent in the employment of their legacy? If a man in his own house and privacy be 

not grave, he is not filial; if in serving his ruler, he be not loyal, he is not filial; if in 

discharging the duties of office, he be not reverent, he is not filial; if with friends he be 

not sincere, he is not filial; if on the field of battle he be not brave, he is not filial. If he 

fails in these five things, the evil (of the disgrace) will reach his parents; dare he not 

reverently attend to them?’ (“祭義,” 禮記 ) 

16 在父母舅姑之所，有命之，應唯敬對.   

進退周旋慎齊，升降出入揖游，不敢噦噫,  嚏咳,  欠伸,  跛倚,  睇視，不敢唾洟  

;  寒不敢襲，癢不敢搔:  When with their parents, (sons and their wives), when 

ordered to do anything, they should respond immediately and proceed reverently to do 

it; in going forward or backwards, or in turning round, they should be careful and 

grave; while going out or coming in, while bowing or walking, they should not 

presume to eruct, sneeze, or cough, to yawn or stretch themselves, to stand on one foot, 

to lean against anything, or to look askance. They should not dare to spit or snivel, nor, 

if it be cold, to put on more clothes, nor, if they itch anywhere, to scratch themselves. 

(“內則,” 禮記 ) 

17 Tian 天, which means literally “sky, heaven, heavens; god, gods,” is one of the oldest 

Chinese terms for the cosmos and a key concept in Chinese mythology, philosophy, and 

religion. During the Shang Dynasty (17–11th centuries BCE) the Chinese called god 

Shangdi (上帝: “lord on high”) and during the Zhou Dynasty (11th–3rd centuries BCE) 

Tian (天) became synonymous with Shangdi. Heaven worship was, for thousands of 

years, the orthodox state religion of imperial China. 
18 According to The Ceremonies and Rites (儀禮), known as belonging to “three ritual 

texts” about rites, ceremonies, protocols, and social customs with two other books 

called Zhou Rites (周禮) and Record of Rites (禮記), and also compiled during Han 

Dynasty by Zheng Xuan, “as father is the heaven to son, husband is the heaven to 

wife”: 父者子之天也, 夫者妻之天也 (“喪服” in 儀禮 ). The Record of Rites (禮記) 

pictures how strictly a filial son should obey his father, “When a father’s summons 

came to him, a son reverently obeyed it without any delay. Whatever work he had in 
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hand, he laid aside. He ejected the meal that was in his mouth, and ran, not contenting 

himself with a measured, though rapid pace”: 

父命呼，唯而不諾，手執業則投之，食在口則吐之，走而不趨  (“玉藻,” 禮記). 

19 “天無二日，土無二王，家無二主，尊無二上，示民有君臣之別也.” ( “坊記,” 

禮記) 

20 “田單列傳,” 史記. 

21 “壹與之齊，終身不改,  故夫死不嫁”: Once mated with her husband, all her life 

she will not change and hence, when the husband dies she will not marry again. 

(“郊特牲,” 禮記) 

22 Zhu Xi was a Song Dynasty (960-1279) Confucian scholar who became the leading 

figure of the School of Principle and the most influential rationalist Neo-Confucian in 

China. He assigned special significance to the Four Books (四書), the Analects of 

Confucius (論語), the Mencius (孟子), the Great Learning (大學), and the Doctrine of 

the Mean (中庸), as the core curriculum for aspiring scholar officials. His edition and 

commentary on the Four Books became the official version of the Confucian classics. 

As such, he restructured fundamentally the priority of Confucian scriptural tradition by 

placing the Four Books above the Five Classics (五經). Zhu Xi dominated Confucian 

scholarship over the next eight hundred years. (Yao 2000: 105)  
23 The prohibition of widows’ remarriage was codified in 1485 during the reign of King 

Seongjong (1457-1494).  
24 經國大典 (GyeongGuk DaeJeon): 34, 208. 經國大典 is a complete national code of 

laws that comprises all laws, acts, customs, and ordinances, to have been released since 

the late period of the Goryeo Dynasty to the early Joseon Dynasty. It had been a basis 

for over 500 years of Joseon Dynasty politics. It was promulgated in 1485, the 16th 

year of King SeongJong’s reign, after the final edition was codified based on the first 

complete code of laws, 經濟六典 (GyeongJe YukJeon: Six Codes of Governance), and 

its implemented edition, 續六典 (SokYukJeon: Amended Six Codes of Governance), 

which were issued during the reign of the founder of Joseon Dynasty, King TaeJo. 
25 丁若鏞 (Jeong YakYong: 1762-1836), often simply known as 茶山 ‘Dasan,’ one of 

his pen-names, was one of the greatest thinkers of the later Joseon period. He wrote 
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highly influential books about philosophy, science and theories of government and held 

significant administrative positions. 

 


